
Carpooling: 
Commute to Work 
Together!
Want to help protect the environment, save money, or simply try a new 
way to commute? CARPOOLING is here for you. And what is it exactly?  
It’s a transport method in which drivers offer rides to passengers - it’s 
ideal for regular trips to work and back home. A key point is that both sides 
- driver and passenger(s) - need to get to a certain place at a certain time.

Register at carpooling.bbcentrum.cz and learn more about this service.

Carpooling became popular in other parts of the world back in the 
1970s, and its popularity continues to grow here as people become 
more interested in reducing transport costs and helping to protect  
the environment. Try it yourself - whether as a driver or a passenger!
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Brumlovka Square 
Welcomes the Wine 
Festival
WHEN: Weds., 26.9.2018 from 11 a.m. to 7 p.m. 
WHERE: Brumlovka Square 

A unique wine-tasting opportunity awaits you on Weds., Sept. 26, 2018 
from 11 a.m. to 7 p.m. Taste wines from smaller Moravian and Bohemian 
wineries, as well as international names and various types of ever-popular 
burčák and grape juice. In addition to wine, you’ll find an assortment  
of delicacies, cheeses, kolache, and other traditional Czech foods. 

From 5 p.m. the Kytice Children’s Folklore Ensemble will sing and dance, 
followed by the duo of Marta Balážová and Tibor Žida. 

For more information about planned events, see the BB Centrum website 
and FB page. We look forward to seeing you there!
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New Mosaic Decorations. 
Food for Thought for 
Passersby
The formerly grim underpass under the highway near the GAMMA 
Building is today decorated with artistic mosaics by Jan Lukeš, created  
as part of the Shards of Joy project. 

The mosaics, depicting the underwater world and the land above, 
have changed this space into an oasis of color and have improved the 
atmosphere immensely. PASSERINVEST GROUP invested a total of CZK 
550,000 in upgrades to the underpass, including new lighting. Over ten 
months of work and around 50,000 hand-cut pieces of tile have produced 
a result that delights passersby and encourages them to reflect.
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KOBE RESTAURANT 
Offers: SUSHI PLATE 
at a Great Price
Daily from 3 p.m.!

Don’t miss this unique all-you-can-eat sushi opportunity at a great price 
per person, served on a slate board!

Photo for illustrative purposes only - the SUSHI PLATE offer changes 
every 14 days.

Mon-Fri: 11 a.m. to 10 p.m.

BETA Building
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Balance Club 
Brumlovka Encourages 
Fitness and Wellness 
Balance Club Brumlovka knows the right recipe for a healthy body and 
mind thanks to active relaxation. The combination of fitness and wellness 
has proven to be the best way. Every new BCB members gets a welcome 
package that includes diagnostics, a personal training session, and  
a massage.

Get your new fitness regime started under the guidance of an expert. 
They’ve also got special packages exclusively for BB Centrum employees. 
For more information, contact the Client Center: info@balanceclub.cz  
or call +420 234 749 810.

BRUMLOVKA Building
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The Autumn UGO Cleanse 
is Coming in October – 
Registration Begins in 
September
Cleanse Dates: 9. –11.10.  | 12. –14.10.  | 16. –18.10.  | 19. –21.10. 
Registration: takes place from Sept. 3–23 at www.ugoocista.cz

By giving your body a lighter diet, you make it easier for it to regenerate 
and create space for natural detoxification and the energy surge that 
comes with it. The UGO Cleanse was designed to provide your body 
with the right combination of necessary nutrients as well as variety and 
interesting flavors.

And what exactly is the UGO Cleanse? It’s a nine day program, made up of 
three “light eating”days, three days in which you consume only fruit and 
vegetable juices, and a final three “light eating” days. Key are the three 
“juice” days, during which you indulge your body with pure concentrated 
health and give it a break from digestion and unhealthy substances.  
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New at Costa 
Coffee: Peruvian 
Coffee
Taste Costa’s new limited edition Peruvian coffee right in the cafes.  
And if you like it, they’ve got great news – you can buy a 227g package for 
just CZK 249 and enjoy the delicious taste of Peru in the comfort of your 
own home. 

The Peruvian beans have a subtle fruity aroma, with flavors  
of citrus and fruit with bittersweet tones. You’ll taste apricots, orange peel, 
and coffee blossoms.

BETA Building
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JK Jitka Kudláčková 
Offers New Watch 
Models
JK Jitka Kudláčková now offers new watches from Tag Heuer, Certina, 
and Maurice Lacroix. These brands have created many beautiful designer 
watch models. Come to the JK Jitka Kudláčková shop in the FILADELFIE 
Building and try some on.

They’re also offering a 30% discount under the end of September  
on selected models.

FILADELFIE Building
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An Interesting Space at  
BB Centrum: Inside Ideas 
Hub – A Place Where brilliant 
ideas are co-created.
There is no place like this in Prague. A versatile hub built to host multi-
functional teams that strive to come up with the next big thing has been 
opened in BBC, Building Gama last year by Oliver Agency Central Europe 
that puts creative agencies inside clients such as Unilever, Adidas or O2. 

A space is equipped with every possible tool to interact, draw and test,  
a huge idea wall, pink planning box or variable seating can host a session 
for any corporate team or a startup. Come and book this space for a private 
session, workshop or a team building. 

You might want to try a special session with a world class 
strategic thinker from Oliver to help you with your next challenge. 
 
Read more and reserve the space here: www.ideasinprague.com. 

Building G
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